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Mid Year Market Review

Oracle
12320 Oracle Road
35,591 SF For Lease (divisible)

Medical Center at Penrose
2222 North Nevada Avenue
12,861 SF For Lease (divisible)

After a soft first quarter that provided little improvement over year-end 2010 vacancy and lease rates, and an increase in negative
absorption, the second quarter of 2011 gives us some cause to celebrate. Most importantly, all three submarkets posted positive
absorption totaling 73,175 square feet. This offset the negative first quarter numbers we reported and yields a YTD figure of
53,625 square feet of positive absorption. The byproduct of this positive absorption is a reduction in vacancy rates, most notably
in the North I-25 submarket which saw close to a 2.5% reduction in overall vacancy, as well as the CBD market where vacancy
dropped by over 1%. Modest figures overall but some properties, specifically those well located in either the Briargate Business
Campus or the CBD, are beginning to increase lease rates and other properties are holding firm with their advertised rates. While
there are still properties willing to negotiate and offer very attractive terms to large credit-worthy tenants, we are starting to see
lease rates bottom out and rebound.
By Sub-Markets
The Central Business District registered 21,859 square feet of positive absorption in the second quarter and is the healthiest of
the three submarkets with an overall vacancy rate of 12.01%. With very limited large blocks of space, tenant’s seeking space in
excess of 9,000 square feet will have limited options and little room to negotiate. The overall vacancy is comprised of spaces less
than 5,000 square feet. We anticipate the health of this market to continue and for lease rates to begin to escalate in the second half
of the year.
The North I-25 submarket, which is our largest and most diverse, registered 48,567 square feet of positive absorption in the
second quarter yielding 52,274 year-to-date. Vacancy rates dropped to 28.66% and market-wide lease rates softened modestly.
However, quality product in the master planned business parks, specifically Briargate Business Campus, have begun to see lease
rates escalate and the market tighten. Provided demand continues we should see lease activity expand to older product along the
interstate and with that an increase in lease rates market wide by year end.

Corporate Pointe
1975 Research Parkway
29,181 SF For Lease (divisible)

Nor’Tec
4065 Sinton Road
30,134 SF For Sale or Lease

The Airport submarket, for the first time in three years, registered positive absorption totaling 2,749 square feet for the second
quarter. Overall the market continues to languish with YTD negative absorption of close to 15,000 square feet and a vacancy rate
of 45%. This market has a long way to go to get healthy, and one quarter of good news over a three year period leaves us cautious
as to predicting when the market will finally turn.
QUICK STATS – Class “A” Market
Vacancy:
28.20%
Lease Rates:
$12.84 NNN
Net Absorption YTD: 53,625 square feet
2011 OFFICE MARKET OUTLOOK
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MARKET STATISTICS

MEDICAL OFFICE MARKET
Coming off a strong finish in 2010 that included Colorado Spring’s Health Partner’s lease of 65,000 square feet at the Union
Medical Campus and Healthcare Realty Trust’s acquisition of the 85,000 square foot Northcare at St. Francis MOB on the Penrose
North Campus, the medical office market has exhibited signs of a good start in 2011. Most notable is the 55,000 sf lease by
The Children’s Hospital at the Medical Pavilion at Briargate which will establish a significant presence here for The Children’s
Hospital and one that they plan on expanding on. Construction of the 72,000 square foot Medical Centre at Penrose got underway
in the first quarter of 2011, and they have signed leases with Colorado Spring’s Neurological for 16,000 sf; Penrose Hospital for
20,000 sf; and Springs Rehab for 4,700 sf. Activity in all of the first generation product located on or near the hospital campuses
remains strong and is anticipated to accelerate further.
Lease rates for medical office buildings generally range from $17.00-$21.00 per rentable square foot on new construction, and
$14.50-$16.50 for second generation properties. Second Quarter 2011 numbers show an average asking lease rate of $16.56 per
square foot and nominal positive absorption of 942 sqare feet (most of which is the 45,000 sf Childrens Hospital deal).Tenant
improvement allowances generally range from $6.00-$10.00 per rentable square foot per year of lease term, and many owner’s are
still offering base rent abatement as an additional concession. We anticipate the market to be healthy for the balance of 2011, with
strong lease activity and lease rates to strengthen as the year progresses.
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